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Dear ISO Community,

We are about to finish another year which offered us many opportunities and challenges
just like the previous ones.All the challenges caused by the pandemic situation made us
realise the importance of our health and the value of physical schooling.

I think we managed well all together to adapt to the new situation and to come up with
solutions wherever possible. 

Now for the upcoming years our school is looking more promising with the growing
number of students and staff. As part of the future planning steps this summer will be
another busy period where we will be preparing to launch our Romanian system in
September 2021.

It will also be the first year in which we will be opening 3 more classes in the International
line to cover all the year groups from Nursery to Year 6, which is the final year of primary
school. Seeing the progress of our students the future is now looking brighter. Our new
leadership structure will enable the school to grow confidently in both systems.

Although our social activities were limited this year due to the covid regulations, our team
has not missed an opportunity to offer our students unforgettable educational
experiences. Space day, online winter shows, charity days, crazy hair day, sports day,
summer productions, ISO family days are just the ones which I can remember now.  

We are all hoping to start the next academic year with a maximum level of normality so
we can also include all the great ideas which our colleagues and students come up with.

I am writing these lines on the 13th June, just before starting the last week of school. We
are hoping to see you all for the end of year shows which will take place later during the
week.
Until September, enjoy your summer holidays and stay healthy.

Kindest regards
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This Summer  topic was ‘’Toys’’,  so our

Nursery Class learned lots of things

about the toys. 

Toys are more than just fun and games

for kids.  Most toys provide at least some

opportunity for children to learn. The

best toys engage a child’s senses, spark

their imaginations and encourage them

to interact with others. Children can

learn a lot from playing.  When a child is

given an educational toy and plays with

it, it gives the child a chance to bond

with you, learn, and have fun at the same

time.  And making education enjoyable

will help your child retain the things he

learns and develop a positive attitude

toward learning.
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We talked and played about different types of toys, toys that you can push or

pull and developed our fine motor skills making toys work by pressing parts or

lifting flaps to achieve effects such as sound, movement or new image. We

discovered the memory cards, this being one of the children's favourite games,

built with blocks, painted different patterns using toys and we crafted, using

socks and rice, our first sensory toy ‘’The bunny’’. Another sensory toy children

loved to play with was the Teddy bear: in a plastic bag we put some gel and

the teddy bears’ body parts. The children enjoyed putting the bear together by

pushing the body parts through the gel.



Nursery children developed their language and communication skills learning
songs and nursery rhymes about toys, they developed their confidence and
skills in expressing themselves while talking about their favourite toys and
games. We used stories about toys ‘’The toy party’’, ‘’Pinocchio’’, ,,Miss Polly had
a dolly’’. One of the childrens’ favourite movement games was ‘’ We’re going on
a bear hunt’’ . We played it indoors and when the weather was fine we played it
also in our school yard. When it comes to dancing ‘’The Pinocchio dance’’ and
‘’Jack in the box‘’ were a hit . During this term each child drew their favourite
toy and had the chance to present their drawings to the colleagues. The
children developed their social skills by learning how to share the toys, taking
turns and understanding others’ needs.
    
    It was for the first time for the Nursery class having an assembly so the
Nursery children were excited to sing Nursery rhymes about toys in front of an
audience formed by the EYFS’ parents and  ISO schools’ teachers.
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After discussing with the students, the class decided to create a Toys

Museum in our class and a Toys Corner, with different books regarding toys.

Students were very creative during this term and decorated a Toys Box for

our class, cutting toys from different magazines and sticking them on a

cardboard box. They also made an EY Toys Dictionary, with A to Z toys, a

dictionary you can check if you are visiting our class.
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The Dinosaurs EY class had a magical travel in the world of Toys for the

Summer Term.

Children learned about different types of toys, they had to sort-soft and hard

toys, push or pull toys, baby and preschool toys, old and new toys, toys we no

longer use and toys that we still want to keep and play with. 
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Being a dear theme for EY students, we

created together our class assembly

entitled “Toys”. Each child had to draw

and write about the favourite toy ad

then to bring a picture with that toy.

During the assembly each child

presented us their works with their

favourite toy. Students enjoyed the

action song “The Pinocchio’s game”. 

Other fun games were included in the

Early Years Toys Assembly- “Play catch”

and “There was a princess”, exercises

aimed to develop children’s vocabulary in

English, their imagination and their role-

play. During the assembly, PSED elements

were included and expressed for the

public- the class rules we worked hard to

respect every day: “Be kind”, “Be friendly”,
“Respect” and “Succeed”.



EY Dinosaurs learnt about toys around the world and created puppets and

robots, using reclaimed materials. They had fun learning different card games,

explored using puzzles, played outdoor games (What’s the Time, Mr. Wolf?,

hopscotch, “We’re going on a Bear Hunt”). Children created print patterns

using wheeled toys. 

We listened carefully to lovely stories about toys: “Oi! Get Off Our Train”,
“Dogger”, “The Toys Party”, “Miss Polly Had a Dolly”, “Pinocchio”.

Toys are essential for young children, because through them children learn

about sharing, help develop their fine and gross motor skills and nurtures their

creativity and imagination. Using toys during activities helped students

develop language skills, problem solving skills, taught about conflict resolution

and how cause and effect work, how to build with a purpose in mind. 
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A main focus of ISO’s school improvement plan this year

has been reading. In Primary we implemented a guided

reading programme. Each day students’ completed various

activities in small groups to improve their reading skills.

Groups are made up of students with similar reading

abilities. The activities include reading with the teacher,

reading in their group, writing activities and general word

recognition games in KS1 and extended to using the

dictionary to explore new vocabulary, writing

comprehension questions and making more detailed

predictions and analysis in KS2.



These activities help with literalcomprehension by making inferences on thebasis of what is being said and done.Students’ vocabulary improves as they discussthe meaning of new words, linking newmeanings to those they already know.General fluency in reading also improves asthey continue to encounter the same words,these words get added to their sight wordvocabulary. As their sight word vocabularyincreases, they no longer need to sound outand blend so many words.
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A mixture of texts are explored; fiction, non-fiction, poetry, comics and

plays. Students get to understand the different features of these texts. They

also get to use these features in their own writing. Students learn to

compose a sentence orally before writing it and to go back and proofread

their work. The guided reading sessions have been well received by the

students. In KS1 each day I would say “What time is it?” and get a loud

enthusiastic response “Guided reading!”. Students were excited to see what

their group activity was for the day. The timetable was the same each week

so students could predict when it was their turn to read with the teacher,

play high frequency word bingo or complete a writing activity.



The guided reading sessions have been successful with a noticeable

improvement in reading observed. When students had finished their

activities, they were excited to choose a book from the Reading Corner or

choose an independent reading task.
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         In KS1 we have had a brilliant end to
the year. We have shown ourselves to be
flexible by quickly adapting to changes
in routines. First, we adapted to new
rules and routines in school, we then
successfully moved to online learning
and finally, back to school.

     We used our class assembly as an
opportunity to demonstrate what we
had been learning. We rewrote the story
“The Gingerbread Man” to display the
work we had done when studying
traditional tales. It had different
characters and a funny, unexpected
twist at the end. We recited our favourite
poems from our poetry unit. Finally, we
finished with a song about Spring, we
have been taking note of the changes in
the seasons throughout the year. 
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      Soon after we had performed our
class assembly it was time to start
learning new lines and songs for our
end of year performance “The Litter
Muncher’’. Which was a great play
focusing on behaviours such as putting
litter in the bin.

       Apart from our performances we
also had lots of special days including:
Magic day, Earth day, Crazy Hair day,
Space Day, Charity day and Sports day.
Amongst all these special days there
was still lots of time for learning and
we have noticed how our skills have
improved throughout the year,
especially in the areas of Maths and
English. We look forward to a long,
relaxing Summer break and cannot
wait to return next year with our
batteries fully recharged, ready for
more learning and fun.



This year the Levitating Lions have gone from being whelps to strong independent

roaring lions. They have explored the topics with enthusiasm, challenged

themselves and had many laughs along the way.

Express Yourself 
It was so lovely to find out more about the children. We even discovered that we

had a song writer amongst us. It was lovely to see how creative the children were

with them also designing boxes to show some of their favourite activities as well as

posters.
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Water
Part of our PSHE this year was about the global water crisis and water safety. We
started this topic by writing to some children in the Sahara, who are refugees. They
are learning music and English at Sandblast - Desert Voicebox. We enjoyed reading
their letters and finding out about how they store their water. We also found out
that sometimes they do not have enough water to clean or drink, when the water
trucks are delayed. 
What a fabulous day! We started by waking up and shaking up with our show
dances, followed by a read through rehearsal, while some children worked hard on
their posters for the charity day. 
After talking about the expectations for the day and how to keep ourselves safe in
the water, we got on the bus and put our seat belts on. We enjoyed playing eyespy,
singing and talking. Some of us even saw a vintage car!
When we got to the pool we were eager to get in the water but had some photos
and said thank you to Max's mum for helping Ms Ebony to organise the trip. Then it
was splash time! In the pool we worked with Mr Antonio to develop our swimming
skills. We all found out how to rescue someone in the water and one group was
tasked with rescuing Ms Ebony - although she nearly drowned a couple of times!
After some free time in the water, we changed pools and were lucky enough to be
the first people on the slides. It was fabulous. Before we knew it, it was lunch time.
Some of us had 2 or 3 helpings of soup, before devouring 2nd course. We finished
just in time before some thunder came and a torrential downpour of rain.
Thankfully it only lasted for a few minutes, so we could move into the restaurant
for….. Papanasi!
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Charity
We have thought a lot about charity this year and tried to recognise that we can be

charity by donating our time and kindness as well as physical items and money.

This was shown in our letter writing project with the children who are refugees.

However, our most exciting charitable efforts were planned and executed by the

Levitating Lions working as a team. We started the week by making cheesecake,

gingerbread cookies, bruschetta, fruit punch and lemonade. After a slow start, we

sold out of nearly everything, raising over 400 Ron. The week progressed with our

sponsored bike/scooter/skateboard or running challenge, to see how many laps we

could do in 5 minutes.



Here are our favourite memories:

Alexia - In Levitating Lions, I enjoyed when we went to the pool.
Iannis - I enjoyed pool day.
Ms Evelina - I enjoyed watching you learn about water safety and rescuing Ms
Ebony! 
Tudor - I enjoyed Topic because we learned to sew.
Max - In Levitating Lions, I enjoyed going on trips most, because we did a lot of fun
things together.
Aiden - I enjoyed learning P.E. and PSHE
Sarah - I enjoyed P.E. and PSHE.
Mieke - I enjoyed P.E. and Topic.   
Cezar - I enjoyed P.E., Maths, English and Topic.xw
Patrick - I enjoyed Romanian and P.E.
Andrei - I enjoyed doing playdough with Mr Thomas.
Celia - I enjoyed going to the water park.
Alex - I enjoyed making playdough with Mr Thomas.
Nina enjoyed pancake day and P.E. with Ms.Evelina
Ana enjoyed when we had magic day, pancake day and teacher teaching day,
when Ms. Ebonys dog came to school, but most of all I liked PE with Ms.Evelina!
Mihai3 - I enjoyed when we taught the teachers.
Mira - I enjoyed when we went to the pool at the Hotel President.
Mihai5 - I enjoyed when we went to the pool at Hotel President.
Serban - l enjoyed Topic, Maths and when we went to the pool.
Ms Ebony has had an amazing year enjoying the company of everyone in KS2. I
have really enjoyed seeing your PSHE skills develop and help you in all of your
learning as you become kinder and more determined young people. Thank you all!

Levitating Lions finished their year in a dramatic fashion with their rousing
rendition of the musical Hats Off! performed at Cetatea.
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